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The 2.5-mile habitat levee (the new shoreline) was built to protect surrounding lands from bay water and provide refuge for marsh wildlife. It is eroding from wind
waves—a common problem around San Francisco Bay. Photo by Corby Hines.

Pioneering a nature-based solution for shoreline
erosion at Sears Point
Imagine if we had known in 2007 that a devastating fire would
tear through Santa Rosa in 10 years time and that fire would
become an annual concern for all of us. What might we have done
during that decade to anticipate and adapt?
The most recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change leaves no doubt that the effects of climate
change are already here. Not only must we reduce emissions,

but we need to urgently begin adapting and becoming resilient
to what is happening now as well as in the immediate future.
This is why Sonoma Land Trust has redoubled its efforts to
conserve and restore 10,000 acres within the Sonoma Baylands
along San Pablo Bay. Besides providing habitat, sequestering
and storing carbon, filtering pollution, and contributing greatly
to our economy and well-being, tidal wetlands are our best
defense against sea level rise.
(Continued on page 4)

a note from the executive director

“Spring” in fall
As nature begins her beautiful transformation toward a time of dormancy and
hibernation, we at the Land Trust are
feeling a powerful sense of new beginnings and awakening energies. California
(once again) is leading the way in the
fight against climate change by making
unprecedented budget allocations to
natural climate solutions. This signals new
priorities and real hope for meaningful
climate resilience and adaptation for
human and non-human communities alike.
Together with our local legislators, we’ve
been able to make a strong case for
some of that investment to come to our
hard-hit county. The Sonoma Valley
Wildlands Collaborative has received

renewed funding of $1 million for wildfire
risk reduction work, and the Baylands
partnership was awarded $5 million for
acquiring properties for wetland restoration along Highway 37.
The Land Trust’s leadership is also crucial
in other ways. As the State works to eliminate barriers to urgently needed action,
the data from our wildfire risk reduction
work is being shared with CAL FIRE in
their efforts to streamline permitting
processes and management protocols for
putting “good fire” on the ground. And
on the bay, we are pioneering groundbreaking new tools and methods for
bolstering our natural defenses against
sea level rise.
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Advocating to protect SDC’s wildlife corridor lands
BY JOHN MCCAULL

The Sonoma Developmental Center property is an important part of a regionally critical, but narrow, wildlife corridor located between Sonoma Mountain and the
Mayacamas. The preliminary alternatives for Sonoma County’s specific plan for redeveloping the 200-acre historic campus call for a range of high-density development and do not sufficiently address how this vital habitat and movement corridor will be protected.

California closed the Sonoma Developmental Center (SDC) in 2018 after 127
years of operation as a residential hospital
for people with developmental disabilities.
The developed campus along Arnold
Drive is part of a much larger—and much
wilder—950+-acre property that stretches
from oak woodlands along Highway 12 to
redwood groves high up in Sonoma
Mountain’s creek canyons.

Protecting the lands of SDC is a once-in-a-generation opportunity
for the Sonoma Valley.
health of the North Bay.” The flow of plants
and animals across this corridor is critical
to forest health (clean air and fire safety),
watershed health (quality and quantity)
and, ultimately, human health (recreation
and pathogen management).

deal for a reuse plan for the core campus.

Since Sonoma County has land use
authority for the property, California
provided funding to the County to create
a “specific plan” for SDC, which is schedSDC is also situated in the heart of the
uled for completion in summer 2022.
Sonoma Valley Wildlife Corridor, a narrow
After our years of advocacy, community
linkage of high-quality habitat connecting Because of concerns about a “surplus
engagement, research and planning, we
Point Reyes to the mountains of Napa and property” sale of SDC by the State, your
land trust launched the “Transform SDC” are ready to engage on conservation
Lake Counties. The corridor is a key part
outcomes that enjoy widespread public
of the continentally important Blue Ridge project in 2014. Five years later, local
support and scientific backing. A key part
Wildlife Corridor network, which connects lawmakers delivered on their promise to
craft a deal with the State for protection of of achieving these outcomes will be new
the coast and bay to the forests of Norththe property’s exceptional open space and and innovative ways to blend the human
ern California. A 2015 report concluded
wildlife corridor lands, while also mandat- and ecological communities.
that SDC is “integral to the character of
ing future housing as part of a funding
the Sonoma Valley and the ecological
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 1: Pioneering a nature-based solution for shoreline erosion at Sears Point)

Above: In October, 2015, Sonoma Land Trust changed the map of San Francisco Bay by breaching the levee
at Sears Point Ranch along Highway 37 and letting in the tides for the first time in 140 years. With saltwater
quickly filling the newly constructed 1,000-acre tidal marsh basin— one of the largest such projects in the
Western U.S.—the primary goal was to restore the land that had been diked and drained for over a century
back to tidal wetlands.
Right: Working with a team of scientists and engineers, the Land Trust has developed a plan to adaptively
manage the levee erosion with vegetation, logs, soil and the power of tidal currents. Several hundred logs
15–25 feet long are being strategically embedded and anchored in front of the levees to block wave energy.
This photo shows the beginning process of placing a log before getting ready to embed it.

Many of our members will recall that on
October 15, 2015, we breached the levee
at Sears Point, returning the tides to
nearly 1,000 acres of historic tidal marsh.
In the years since, we have documented
seals, river otters, bat rays, vast schools of
baitfish, tens of thousands of waterfowl
and shorebirds, and the beginnings of a
vegetated marsh. The site has quickly
accumulated 2–4 feet of sediment, pushing
it toward elevations that will support
cordgrass and pickleweed in the years to
come. Even with this rapid rate of sediment
accretion, however, we find ourselves
needing to combat wave-driven shoreline
erosion to give the developing marshlands time to grow once-abundant natural
defenses against storms and flooding.
THE “LIVING SHORELINE” IS A
NATURE-BASED APPROACH
Our nature-based approach incorporates
logs, mud, plants, gravel and natural
processes that work together to protect
the shoreline. This natural infrastructure
is different from the more conventional
use of riprap (large boulders), which is a
static and unyielding approach in a
dynamic ecological setting and lacks
habitat value. Nature-based solutions, on
the other hand, allow the marsh to
respond and adapt to future conditions.
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Sonoma Land Trust is mimicking nature
by installing hundreds of logs along the
shoreline to reduce the wave erosion.
Logs used to be common in marshland
systems, washing in as treefall from the
Sierra and landing on the shores of the
bay. In this case, however, the logs were
provided by Caltrans and PG&E. Caltrans
provided logs from regional roadway
projects while PG&E delivered them
from regional utility line clearing. Together, the two agencies saved the project
nearly $130,000.
Native species, such as cordgrass, as
well as pickleweed and saltgrass, are
beginning to colonize the compacted
mud bench in front of and behind where
the logs are being placed. To assist the
establishment of these marshland-loving
plants, we are adding clean soil that was
dredged years ago from nearby Port
Sonoma on the bay side of the logs so
they eventually become swash bars, which
are small berms that form in nature from
wave action.
Closer to the water is where Pacific
cordgrass ought to be growing. This
densely rooted perennial grass is the first
critical line of defense against incoming
waves bound for tidal marsh shorelines.

A 20−30-foot-wide swath of cordgrass
can significantly absorb and dissipate
wave energy. For two years, our crews
have been harvesting cordgrass from
patches within the project area and
transplanting it along the wave-exposed
shoreline. The plantings are beginning to
coalesce and, hopefully, will soon form a
continuous border along the shoreline.
In areas where the erosion is at its worst,
additional elements have been added,
such as fences made of coyote brush
placed further out in the water and
intended only to last a season while the
cordgrass gets established, and lightly
sprinkled gravel where the mudflat
erosion is particularly acute and in need
of stabilization.
NATURE USES WHAT WORKS
All of the elements of this project imitate
nature because nature uses what works.
We are simply providing the missing
pieces that allow the natural processes to

corby hines

After

Before

Below: Marshes significantly reduce wave energy
and where they have been lost or have not yet been
fully restored, as at Sears Point, shoreline erosion
(like in the “Before” photo) is common. If left
unchecked, the erosion could threaten the stability
of the flood protection functions of the levee and
the public access trails. After the current project
and subsequent plantings are completed, the
gently sloping habitat levee should look more like
the “After” photo.

corby hines

act. The sum of these parts is built on the
decades of observation and experience
of our design team at Siegel Environmental, the willingness of the San Pablo Bay
National Wildlife Refuge to participate in
forward-thinking design, and the support
of the California Wildlife Conservation
Board. Sonoma Land Trust’s Julian
Meisler, longtime Baylands program

manager, is serving as project manager,
and we hired Dixon Marine Services to
construct the project.
“Our adaptive management approach is
derived from natural processes observed
by our design team onsite and around
the bay,” concludes Julian. “We’ll monitor
its progress and, if we’re successful, we

hope this will be a tool that other
managers can use to manage the chronic
issue of shoreline erosion within tidal
marsh settings.”
When the Eliot Trail reopens in early
winter, we hope you will take the opportunity to stroll the levee and make your
own observations. For our part, we will
be monitoring the site closely for three
years and reporting back.

Before installing the logs, it was first necessary
to begin to stabilize the levee with native marsh
plants. Over the past 18 months, crews transplanted
3,100 Pacific cordgrass plants along the front of the
levee, which are growing well. Planting will continue
this year and next. Ultimately, it is the cordgrass and
other marsh plants that will provide the greatest
shoreline defense.
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Celebrating, honoring and remembering
The following donated gifts, made between November 1, 2020 and August 31, 2021, honor exceptional individuals and celebrate
special events. It’s a privilege for Sonoma Land Trust to receive these donations from the heart.
In honor of Jay Abbott
Carol Abbott
In honor of the Agramonte family
Nancy Fee
In honor of Trini and Lisa Amador
Mirka Knaster and Larry Jacobs
In memory of Ann and Joe Amyes
Kimi Masui and David Gilbert
In honor of De Andersen
Ted Andersen and Kat Gledhill
In memory of Willis Andersen
Margaret Mintz Easthope and
Tom Easthope
In memory of George Armigo
Christine Armigo
In memory of Peggy Bair
Russ Bair
In memory of Robert L. Baldwin
Anne Baldwin
In honor of Debbie Barker
Nancy Fee
In memory of Olive Bavins
Lois Goggin
In memory of Ralph W. Benson, Sr.,
“Chief of the Fire”
John P. Strebel
In memory of Andrew Berge
Julie Aanes
Anonymous
In honor of Janet Black
Georgianne Black
In memory of Roger Boas
John Igoe
In honor of Timothy Winn Bolton
Paul Siri and Kate Bolton
In memory of Dee Bragg
Catherine and James Fletcher
In honor of the Brinton family
Nancy Fee
In honor of Dixon Browder
Carrie Browder
In honor of Will Bucklin
Ellen Gill Pastore
In memory of Bruce Burdick
Kelny Denebeim
In memory of Kam Hung Chan
Fanny Chan
In memory of Ron Chapman
Prudence Dreyfus
In memory of John Chyle
Lena Chyle
In honor of Mark Clausen
Marcy Clausen
In memory of Derek Covert
Mary C. Connick
In honor of Betsy Crabtree
Ira Hirschfield and Tom Hansen
In honor of Steve Dabner
Zuhra Dabner
In honor of Ethan de Seife and Laura Holtan
Jane W. Needham
In memory of Nancy Deacon
Diane DeRoo and Michael Hogan
In honor of Kurt and Chris
Eichstaedt-Bekins
Ellie Rilla and Patrick Laherty
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In honor of Steve and Karen Einstein
Ernest and Eva Newbrun
In memory of Pat and Ted Eliot
Lu Benson
Scott Hafner and Bill Glenn
Elaine Weihman
In honor of Wendy Eliot
Nancy Dakin and David Woltering
Joe and Susan Gorin
Hafner Vineyard
Harry and Dee Richardson
Tenley Wurglitz
In memory of Homer Ewin
Marion Elmore
In memory of Virginia Fletcher
Lu Benson
In celebration of Randy Frazier
Justine Frazier
In memory of Ina Ginsburg
Mark Ginsburg
In memory of Chad Glashoff
George S. Craft and Lilly Frawley
In memory Joan and Bud Gralapp
Christine Gralapp
In honor of Garry and Marjie Greene-Nicol
Shelley Morhaim
In honor of Ethel Gregor
Karen Hribar
In honor of Paulo Paulino Guajajara
Nina Canal
In memory of Betty Guggolz
Elizabeth Parsons
In memory of Gary Haag
Teresita Salter-Haag
In celebration of Dick Hafner’s
95th birthday
De Andersen
In honor of Dick and Mary Hafner
Julianne Farrell
In memory of Mary Hafner
Lu Benson
Margaret Mintz Easthope and Tom Easthope
Dick Hafner
Scott Hafner and Bill Glenn
Harry and Julie Hoffman
In honor of Amanda Hamilton
Dina Hemmeter
In memory of Howard G. Hanvey
Robin Doerr Russell
In memory of James L. Harberson
Susan Erickson
In memory of Patricia Hayes
Michael Hayes
In memory of Margaret Hess
Mary Hess
In celebration of Steven Hightower
Diana Bugg and Jim Bertlesman
In memory of Bill Hines
Kathleen Mugele
In memory of Sue Hoey
Judy Scotchmoor and Roland Gangloff
In honor of Deirdre Holbrook
David Gensler
In memory of Laura Holter
Ursula Simonis and Dieter Meyerhoff

In memory of Art Ibleto, the Pasta King
Karen M. Johnson
In memory of Dadi Janki and Dadi Gulzar
Olga McKenna
In honor of Ivan Jelin
Kathy Jelin
In memory of Huey Johnson
Lu Benson
In honor of Robert Judd
Community Foundation Sonoma County
Linda Judd
In memory of Brian Kahn
Clay and Kim Clement
Burton Edwards and Lynne DalPoggetto
In honor of Barbara Keller
Holly Forbes
In honor of David Kimball
Katharine Butler
In honor of Gale Kissin and Jo Ann Smith
Nancy Otto
In honor of Rebecca Kistler
Michael Kistler
In memory of Daniel Kraemer
Eileen and Matthew Vukicevich
In honor of Sara Lannin
Barbara J. Lannin
In memory of Vincent Lawton
Kathleen Lawton
In memory of Laurie Lazio
Peter and Laura Carroll
In honor of Sam Leader
Jennifer Leader
In honor of Babe Learned and Sandra
Learned Perry
Carol C. Cole
In memory of Steven J. Lee
Bruce Goldstein and Vicki Hill
In memory of Elliott Leech
Felicie Leech
In memory of Caroline Littman
Lu Benson
In celebration of Reta Lockert
Helen Berg
Iris Lombard and Trymon Hunter
Kathleen Mugele
Johanna Patri
Roberta Wrye
In celebration of Iris Lombard
Kathleen Mugele
In memory of Alex Long
Christine and Richard Frost
In honor of Stella Dee Sadie Lou
Melanie Grossman
In memory of David Love
Thomas Escover and Harriette Grooh
In memory of Marcella Lucido
Nancy Fee
In honor of Maya Margaronis
Pandelis Margaronis
In memory of Charlotte K. Martin
Nancy and Gary Benguerel
In memory of Pete Mattson
William and Nancy Campana
Comax Flavors
More Than Gourmet
RockWater

Loretta Tripp
Melvin Ueng and Alisa Sharp
Kathleen Westphal
In memory of Pete and Patty Mattson
Wacker and Sons
In honor of the Maynard family
Nancy Fee
In honor of John McCaull
Sanford and Alice Brittin Horowitz
In honor of Doug McConnell and Kathy Taft
Barbara Meislin
In honor of James Mills
Jaana Nieuwboer
In memory of John and Dorothy Morgan
Kevin Zaney and Barbara Morgan-Zaney
In memory of Sean Noonan Moylan
Frank and Lois Noonan
In honor of Kathleen Mugele
Iris Lombard and Trymon Hunter
In honor of Dr. Michael and Ellen Mundell
Dr. Herb and Ellen Brosbe
In memory of William J. Murray
Maureen Murray Fox
In celebration of Erni Newbrun’s birthday
Steven and Karen Einstein
In honor of Ed Newell
Sharon Clark
In memory of Tan Nguyen
Nancy Otto
In memory of Mary Norkus
James and Dody Corcoran
In honor of Aviv Karasov Olson and
Will Boucher
Deborah Karasov
In memory of Catherine O’Neill
James and Dody Corcoran
In celebration of Larry Orman
Greg Ervice
In honor of Lizanne Pastore
Ellen Gill Pastore
In honor of Lizanne Pastore and Will Bucklin
Ellen Gill Pastore
In memory of Dr. and Mrs. Alan G. Perkins
MaryJane Perkins
In memory of Francesca Pierotti
Ralph and Tecla Pierotti
In honor of Kyle Pinjuv and the land donors
Bonnie Faigeles and Sean Hoyer
In memory of Susan Pommer
Kurt Schindler
In honor of Riki Rafner
McNabb Foundation
In honor of Pauline and Tom Richardson
Mirka Knaster and Larry Jacobs
In honor of Ellie Rilla
Daniel Needham
In memory of Fritz and Mathilda Rockstroh
Gary Neville and Linda Rockstroh
In honor of Danny Rumrill
Valerie Rumrill
In honor of the Rynearson family
Nancy Fee
In memory of Craig Scarborough
Katie Alvord
In celebration of Judy Scotchmoor
Marcia and Ralph Johnson

In honor of Evan Sharp
Daniel Sharp and Lynne Leopold-Sharp
In memory of Georgia Sheela
John and Liz Sheela
In honor of Roberta Shippey
Ann Shippey
In honor of Oliver, Finn and Matilda Soriano
Gillian Hersh
In memory of John and Dorothy Stefanki
Paul and Megan Segre
In memory of Lise Stevens
Helen Stevens
In honor of Dan and Gilda Sullivan
Karen Sullivan
In memory of Gloria Tauzer
Leslie Tauzer-Turco
In honor of Ben and Elizabeth Taylor
Christopher Reiger

In memory of Anne Teller
Lu Benson
Scott Hafner and Bill Glenn
Susan Oldroyd
Ellen Gill Pastore
In honor of Michele and Scott Thayer
Iris Lombard and Trymon Hunter
In honor of Lisa Thomas
George and Electra de Peyster
In memory of Doug Tompkins
Sharon Ponsford and Chris Jones
In honor of Denny Van Ness
Robert and Barbara Scavullo
In memory of Joe Varady
Fran Varady
In memory of Michael Viratos, Sr.
Bridget Viratos

In honor of Aja Walter
Shannon Nichols
In honor of John Watrous and Greer Upton
Thomas Watrous
In memory of Mieko Webb
Jerold Terhune and Sandy Smith
In celebration of Sue Weingarten
Kathleen Mugele
In honor of the West family
Nancy Fee
In memory of Steven Winter
Cynthia Langendorf and Edie Robertson
In memory of Norman John Wohlken
Martha Wohlken
In memory of Herbert Wolfram
Sandra Shepard
In honor of Mel Wong and Jon Gold
Dianne Brinson and Mark Radcliffe

In celebration of Anne Wurr’s 90th birthday
Chloe Wurr
Juliet Wurr
In honor of Jack Hon Yee
Gary Yee
In memory of Stephen Yingst
Christina Barasch
In memory of Maria Zarrillo
Andrew Zee
In memory of all those who have died of
COVID-19
Sheila Bigelow

(Continued from page 3: Advocating to protect SDC’s wildlife corridor lands)

The Land Trust also supports equitable and affordable housing
focused in SDC’s already-built environment.
The Land Trust also supports equitable
and affordable housing focused in SDC’s
already-built environment, and we recognize that we cannot solve the climate crisis
without solving the housing crisis. A top
priority is to determine the appropriate
level of density, and to create a building
footprint and design standards, that are
all based on the best scientific recom-

mendations for wildlife corridor preservation and species’ movement needs.
From a community perspective, the
Transform SDC framework is exactly what
we have been advocating for. SDC can
be successfully “transformed” from a
shuttered and vacant institutional setting
if we create a compelling vision for the
land and use the County’s general plan
and zoning powers to authorize a new
mix of compatible uses. We believe that
it is possible to have appropriate affordable housing in conjunction with a stable
and well-protected wildlife corridor—not
just at SDC, but all across California.
With the ever-increasing need to build
more housing while protecting the
integrity of the wildlife corridor, the old
models of development won’t work in a

region facing numerous environmental
and infrastructure constraints, especially
during a drought and ever-present fire
danger. To achieve our conservation
vision, the Land Trust will assemble
crucial data and input for a “preferred
alternative” option for the specific plan.
That data will include policies and
guidelines requiring conservation and
enhancement of the wildlife corridor on
the property’s core campus, and implementation recommendations for the
transfer of the open space lands to the
State and County park agencies.
Protecting the lands of SDC is a once-ina-generation opportunity for the Sonoma
Valley. If we act now, we can create a new
paradigm that safeguards the future for
all of the communities, human and
non-human, between Sonoma Mountain
and the Mayacamas Mountains.
John McCaull is Sonoma Land Trust’s land
acquisition director.
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join us in becoming

Campaign Steering Committee
Co-chairs:
Simon and Kimberly Blattner
Tim Portwood and Jim Lauber
Harry and Dee Richardson

As a leading conservation nonprofit in
Sonoma County, we believe we must lead
the way in preserving the diverse natural
landscapes and infrastructure that sustain
us. That is why we recently launched an
$80 million campaign, “A Force for Nature.”
Decades of conservation science have
made it very clear: The best solution we
have to the tremendous challenges we
face is working with nature itself. Naturebased solutions, outlined on our campaign website weareaforcefornature.org,
are already helping us mitigate flood risk,
offset carbon emissions and become
resilient to catastrophic wildfires.
As of August 30, more than $65.6 million
has been committed to this campaign.

Thank you to our supporters! All donations made to Sonoma Land Trust during
the campaign are counted toward the
total goal. This includes all annual gifts,
multiple-year pledges, planned gift
intentions and realized planned gifts, as
well as grants from businesses, foundations and government entities.
If you would like to discuss your campaign commitment, please contact
Shannon Nichols, director of philanthropy,
at shannon@sonomalandtrust.org.
We are grateful to our many supporters
and partners, as well as for the volunteer
leaders who dedicate their time, talent
and treasure toward our mission.
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Allison Sanford
Honorary Leadership Council
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Sue Conley
Rob Das and Beth Berkson
Lynne Deegan-McGraw
Ken and Akiko Freeman
Peter and Ginnie Haas
Dick Hafner
Hal Hinkle
Mary Love
Bill and Jeanne Osterland
Jean Schulz

